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INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC HISTORY AND 

CULTURE  

Chapter 1 

� The word history derived from the Greek word Istoria, which mean 

Information and inquiry. 

� Greek historian Herodotus considered the father of history. 

DEFINITIONS OF HISTORY  

�  History is the account of unchanging past- Aristotle  

� History is continues process of interaction between historian and his fact, an 

unending dialogues between past and present – E H Carr  

Importance of the Study of History  

I. It helps to man mould his  future  

II. It provides awareness of the  different society  

III. It provides awareness of the people evolution and developments. 

Historiography  

� Historiography means art of writing history  

� Historiography tells us successive stages of evolution or developments of 

historical writing.  

Sources of history  

� The material which gives information about the past are called the sources 

of history 
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Sources divided into two 

 

Material source            Literary Source  

Coins                                                                                                             Travelogue  

 Pottery                                                                                                      Poetry  

Cloth                                                                                                                  Diary 

Remains of fort, palace, temple                                                           Religious texts                                     

� Archeology- is scientific study of ancient people and their culture by 

analyzing their artifacts, inscription, monument and other remains. 

� Epigraphy- is the study of inscription  

� Numismatics- is the study of Coins  

Islamic History  

� Islamic history is the part of history, which deals with all aspects and 

achievements of Muslim community  

� The subject matter Islamic history contains pre prophetic period, prophetic 

period, four khalips period and various Muslims dynasties  

Culture  

� Culture is the complex of whole, which includes knowledge, believes, 

customs and any other habits acquired by man as a member of society. 

� Islam contributed much in  the field of culture and civilization and also 

contributed science and literature, art, architecture, painting music…….  
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Sources of Islamic History  

� Primary source are Quran and Hadith(record of the words, actions, and the 

silent approval of prophet Muhammad ) 

� Material and literary sources also used  

Other sources  

� Pre Islamic poetry( Diwanul Arabs ) 

� Biographies (sira literature  

� Historical anecdotes( khaber) 

Important Works on Islamic History  

� Sirath rasulullah- Ibn Ishaq  

� Thareeq Rasul Wal Mulook-Al Tabari  

� Muqaddima- Ibn Khaldun  

� Akber Nama- Abul Fazal  

� Kitab Al Hind- Al Biruni  

� Tuhfathul Mujahideen- Shaikh Zainudheen  

IBN KHALDUN  

� Born in Tunisia on 1332  

� Famous Arab historian in middle age  

� Historical work was Universal History  

� His masterpiece work was Muqaddima an introductory part of Kitab Al Iber  

� He considered father of Arab sociology  
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ISLAM  

� Islam is an Arabic word that denotes submission, surrender and 

obedience.  

� The other literary meaning of Islam is Peace 

� Islam was the youngest Semitic spiritual tradition and Muhammad was the 

last prophet. 

� He propagated the doctrine of “oneness of God” and his last prophet hood. 

� The basic belief statement that “there is no God but Allah and Muhammad 

is the messenger of Allah”.  

� Islam upholds the principle of unity and brotherhood of man without of his 

birth, gender, nationality, language and colour of skin. 

� Islam declared that the entire human race has one and same parentage – 

Adam and Eva. 

� Hence the prophet was the spiritual head as well as the head of the state. 

� After prophet the khalifa the most powerful rulers in the history of Asia, 

Africa and Europe.  

� Every Muslims should beliefs six articles of faith and doing five practices.  

Articles of faith  

1. Believe in oneness of God. 

2. Believe in the Angels of God. 

3. Believe in the scripture of God. 

4. Believe in the prophet of God. 

5. Believe in the day of judgment. 
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6. Believe the supremacy of God`s will (predestination). 

Five pillars of Islam  

1.Profession of faith.  

� It means every Muslim should proclaim that there is no God but Allah and 

Muhammad is the prophet of Allah. 

� It affirms Islam's absolute monotheism and the prophet hood of 

Muhammad.  

2.Prayer  

� Five time each day. 

� Muslims are called to prayer by Muazzin(caller to prayer) 

� Muslims individually or in group can perform their prayer. 

Time of the prayer 

       1. Daybreak. 

       2. Noon. 

       3. Mid-afternoon 

       4. Sunset 

       5. Late evening. 

� Prayer is preceded by ablution (wudu) that cleans in the body. 

� The feature of Friday prayer is a sermon preached from a pulpit (Mimber). 

Almsgiving (Zakath)  

� All capable adult Muslims are compulsory to pay Zakat in accordance with 

their wealth. 
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� A certain percentage of the accumulated wealth and asset to be given to 

the poor.  

4. The fast of Ramadan  

� Every year all adult Muslims should keep the fast during the month of 

Ramadan the 9
th

 month of Islamic colander. 

� The fast start from dawn to sunset,  and abstinence not only food, drink 

and sexual activity but also from all kind of wrong doing. 

� The month of Ramadan comes to an end with a great celebration Eid-ul- 

Fitr. 

5. Pilgrimage(the Hajj)  

� Every adult Muslims who is physically and financially able is expected to 

perform the annual pilgrimage to Makah at least once in his or her lifetime. 

� The pilgrimage (hajj) takes place during the twelfth month Dul Hajj of the 

Islamic colander. 

�  Moreover the 10
th

 Dulhajj is another day of celebration Eid-Al Adha. 

Muslim  Population  

� According to global religious landscape in USA 2012 report there are 160 

crore Muslim in the world  

� Islam is the second largest religious tradition after Christianity  

� Middle east- north African region has highest Muslim populated area 93% 

� Muslim makeup majority of the population in 49 country around the world 

� Largest Muslim population country is Indonesia.  
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